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Project Description 

The 1976 Winter Olumpic Games have been awarded to Aspen, Colorado by the 

International Olympic Committee. The purpose of this project is to program and 

plan the facilities needed for the successful staging of the Winter Olympics. 

Due to the large scope of such a project, the program will concentrate on 

the main arena where the opening and closing ceremonies as well as the ice hockey 

and figure skating events will take place. All other Olympic requirements will be 

summarized to include only basic planning requirements. 
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The Olympic Games 

The first celebration of the Olympic Games was in 776 B.C. and was held every 

four years thereafter until 393 A.D.-when they were abolished by emperor Theodosius I. 

The first games lasted only one day and contained only one sporting event, a short 

foot race. The games were later expanded to five days in length and contained foot 

races, discus and javelin throwing, broad jumping, boxing, wrestling, horse racing, 

and chariot racing. ^ 

The games were so important to the Greeks that time was measured by the four 

year period between the games, an Olympiad. The greatest honor that could be obtained 

by any Greek was winning the simple branch of wild olive given the victor of an 

Olympic event. Victors became national heroes, musicians sang their praise in song, 

and sculptors preserved their image in marble. After death, the vistors were often 

worshiped as minor gods. 

During the 98th Olympic Games scandal began to creep in. Boxers were bribed to 

lose matches, runners to throw races, etc. As Greece began to lose its prestige and 

power, so did the Olympic Games. The Games became carnivals, routs, and circuses until 
3 

they were finally ended in 393 A.D. 

The Olympic Festival 

The Greek Olympic festival took place during the second or third full moon after 

the summer soltise in the months of Apallonius and Partehenois (August and Sept.) 

The festival lasted five days. The first and fifth days of the festival were occupied 

almost entirely with sacrifices and feasting ceremonies. The other three days were 
4 

used for the sporting events. 



Weeks before the festival the three truce-bearers of Zeus set forth from the 

city of El is to proclaim the sacred truce to all the states of Greece and bid all 

to attend the festival and the Olympic Games. The truce enabled all the competitors 

and spectators to travel to the games unmolested during frequent times of war.5 

The competitors were required to train for ten months at their home cities. 

Thirty days before the games, the atheletes traveled to the city of El is to undergo 

a strict month-long training period under the supervision of the Hellanodiace, the 

Olympic officials. The atheletes were honored by the officials at the festival. 

Those who were not physically fit were rejected from the program.6 

A few days before the festival, the atheletes and officials left Elis and 

made the two day journey along the coast and through the mountains to Olympia. At 

the fountain of Piers, which marked the boundary between Elis and Olympia, a pig 

was sacrificed to the Gods. The night was spent at the small village of Letrinia 

and the next morning the entire procession wound up the valley to Olympia. 

Meanwhile, visitors from all classes and from eyery part of Greece were flocking 

to Olympia. Some came to see, some to be seen; some for pleasure, some for profit. 

Tyrants and statesmen, poets and philosophers, peasants and fishermen all met at 

Olympia. There were magnificent official embassies where the rich stayed while many 

slept in wooden boothes on the open plains. There was no town or village near 

Olympia so merchants set up stalls and boothes, similar to those at a fair today, to 
o 

peddle their wares. 

The first day of the festival was devoted to preliminary business and sacrifices 

to the gods. In the Council Chambers the competitors, trainers and Hellanodiace 

underwent a solemn scrutining. They stood before the statue of Zeus and sacrificed a 
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pig, swearing to use no unfair means to secure victory. The judges then decided 

on the eligibility of the atheletes, and the final list of competitors was drawn 

up and posted for all to see. The rest of the day was spent in religious sacrifices. 

Both the atheletes and spectators would make sacrifices to their patron gods. The 

superstitious woiild consult oracles and soothsayers as to their chances for success 

in the competition. Many old friendships and acquaintances were renewed.^ 

The following days were occupied with sports. They took place in the Hippodrome 

and the open area east of the Altar of Zeus. Before daybreak every point of advantage 

was occupied by spectators. There were no seats so the spectators stood on the 

banks of the stadium, nearby hills, or any other point that commanded a good view 

of the events. 

A special entrance was reserved for the Hellanodiace and atheletes at the 

northeast corner of the Altis. The Hellanodiace entered first, clothed in beautiful 

robes of purple and took their places in the areas reserved for them. Next the competitors 

entered one by one with the herald announcing their names to the crowds. On some 

days one of the trainers would deliver a speech to the crowds. Each event was proclaimed 

by the herald who announced the entrant, his fathers name, and their home. The 

competitors were then divided into heats and the events began. Each event was started 

with a trumpet blow and the herald proclaimed the winner at the finish of the event. 

The victors were crowned with branches from the sacred olive tree which stood behind 

the Temple of Zeus. The crowd cheered and shouted, showered the victor with garlands, 

flowers and gifts of all sorts. If the event ended in a tie or a dead-heat, the crown 
11 was not awarded but dedicated to Zeus. 

During the evening, beneath the brightness of the mid-month moon, the precincts 

rang with revelry and song. Victors and friends danced around the Altis. This was 

followed by banquets hosted by the vicotrs. The next morning the victors gave vows 



footrace, about 192 meters long, in a meadow beside the Alpheus River. After the 

14th games the running was extended to include the double foot race in which the 

runners ran the 192 meters, circled around a pole, and returned to the start. At 

the 15th games, the distance race was added which consisted of a race of 24 trips 

around the Olympia stadium. At the 65th games, a footrace in full military armour 

was added to the roster of events.^^ 

Wrestling was included in the 18th Olympic Games. The matches were begun in a 

standing position and you had to throw your opponent to the ground three times to 

score a victory. 

Boxing was introduced at the 23rd Olympic Games. Boxers struck each other with 

bare fists with all their might until one of them gave in or collapsed to the turf. 

The Pancratrian, which combined wrestling and boxing was introduced at the 33rd 

Olympic Games. All holds were legal in these matches which were regarded as the most 

gruelling and demanding of all the sporting events. 1^ 

The pentathlon was added at the 18th Olympiad. As the name implies, it included 

five different events; two running events, jumping, throwing the discus, and 

wrestling. 

Chariot racing and horse racing, included at the 25th games, were perhaps the 

most exciting events for the spectators. Chariots were built in the classic style 

and were driven by two horses. ^° 

At the 37th Olympiad, a full scale of events for young girls and boys were 

added. Eighteen was the age limit for the boys and strict tests were given to make 
19 sure that all who competed in the boys division were within the age limit.' 
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Represented Nations 

Argentina 

Australia 

Canada 

Bulgaria 

Chile 

Czechoslovakia 

Denmark 

Finland 

France 

Great Britain 

Hungary 

Iceland 

India 

Italy 

East Germany 

West Germany 

Japan 

Korea 

Lebanon 

Liechtenstein 

New Zealand 

Netherlands 

Norway 

Poland 

China ( Communist ) 

South Africa 

Spain 

Sweden 

Switzerland 

Turkey 

U.S.A. 

U.S.S.R. 

Austria 

Greece 20 

Am 



The Olympic Schedule 

Day Event 

1 Feb 6 Opening Ceremonies 

2 Feb 7 30 km. cross country (men) 

3 Feb 8 Downhill (men) 

Bobsled (men) 

4 Feb 9 10 km. cross country (ladies) 

500 m speed skating (ladies) 

5 Feb 10 15 km. cross country (men) 

1500 m speed skating (ladies) 

Downhill (ladies) 

Figure Skating (ladies) 

6 Feb 11 Nordic combined 

1000 m speed skating (ladies) 

70 m jump 

7 Feb 12 Biathlon individual 

3000 m speed skatin (ladies) 

Giant Slalom (men) 

8 Feb 13 5 km. cross country (ladies) 

Slalom ( ladies ) 

9 Feb 14 4 X 10 km. cross country relay (men) 

500 m speed skating (men) 

Figure skating (pairs) 

10 Feb 15 Biathlon relay 

5000 m speed skating (men) 



10 Feb 15 

11 Feb 16 

12 Feb 17 

13 Feb 18 

Giant Slalom (ladies) 

Bobsled ( 4 men ) 

1500 m speed skating (men) 

3 X 5 km. cross country relay (ladies) 

Figure skating (men) 

10,000 m speed skating (men) 

50 km. cross country (men) 

Slalom (men) 

Hockey (finals) 

Special 90 m jump 

Closing Ceremonies 21 
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Opening Ceremonies 

Although the main purpose of the Olympic Games is of a sporting nature, 

an air of international pageantry exists throughout the festival. All Olympic 

Games are begun by the colorful opening ceremonies. The ceremonies are held in 

the main arena traditionally. The ceremony begins with the march of the teams 

into the arena. Greece, being the birthplace of the games, leads the march, 

followed by the teams of all competing nations dressed in their traditional 

national uniforms and preceeded by a flag bearer and the country's flag. The 

arena has already been decorated in the colorful crests and banners of all the 
97 

nations. 

With all the teams on the ice, a member of the host nation delivers an 

opening speech. The flag bearers then form a semi-circle around the president 

of the IOC who delivers an address to the athletes and spectators. Then a 

distinguished official, usually the president, of the host nation officially 

declares the games open. 

A choir then stands before the tower of nations and sings the Olympic hymn 

as flocks of pigeons are released from the arena. The Olympic flame is then 

brought down one of the ski runs. The flame has been brought all the way from 

Norway, the birthplace of skiing and winter Olympics. The flame is then carried 

to the top of the tower of nations and ignites the fire that will burn constantly 

throughout the games. The Olympic oath is then pronounced and the games are 
24 ready to begin. 

The Tower of Nations 

This is a high tower, 20 - 30 feet, that bears the crests of all the Olympic 
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teams. At the top of the tower is a large dish-shaped bowl that will hold the 
25 

Olympic flame. 

It is important that this tower be in a position that can clearly be seen 

from the area where the opening and closing ceremonies will be held. A portable 

stairway is used during the opening and closing ceremonies in order to have access 

to light and put out the flame. 

The Closing Ceremonies 

All nations once again enter the stadium. The flag bearers form a semi-circle. 

The national anthem of Greece is played that recalls the first games in Athens 

in 1896. The host team's national anthem is played, thanking them for their 

hospitality and then the national anthem of the next game's host is played.^" 

The president of the I.O.C. then delivers an address of thanks to the host 

nation and invites all the competitors to return in four years for the next staging 

of the games. He officially declares the games ended. The band plays the Olympic 

hymn and the flame is extinguished. The band plays the " Parade of the Olympians " 
71 

and the athletes leave the stadium. 
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Figure Skating 

Skating as a means of self-propullsion is very old yet figure skating as 

a competitive sport is fairly new. It was devised by an American dancing master 

in the late 1800's and has blossomed into a beautiful and graceful sport. 

Figure skating competition is basically divided into two parts. The first 

part of the competition is compulsory school figures that are performed by both 

men and women. The skater is judged on his performance of certain elementary 

figures such as figure eights, loops, threes, etc. He is awarded points for his 

performance. The second part of the competition is the free skating. Here the 

skater puts the elementary figures into a dance routine on ice performed to his 

own choice of musical selection. The skater is once again awarded a point total 

and the competitor with the highest combined point total wins the competition.28 

There is also a part of the competition for men and women combined that is 

called pairs skating. Only the free skating is performed in pairs competition. 

Ice Rink 

The figure skating competition is held on an ice-covered surface. The ideal 

size for the skating area is about 61 meters by 30 meters. It is very important 

for both the skaters' performance and safety that the ice remain as hard as possible, 

Officiating and Rules 

The only officials in figure skating competition are those who judge the 

skaters' performance in both the school figure and the free skating. There must be 

at least six judges and no more than ten. They award the skaters a point judgement 



from one to ten. The high value and low value are thrown out and the remaining 

points totaled. The competitor with the highest total wins. It is very important 

that the judges be so positioned as to have the best possible view of the competition.^^ 

Equipment 

The men figure skaters wear a tight fitting suit that looks like a typical 

evening tuxedo. The women wear the traditional short skirts and tights. Men's and 

women's skates are essentially the same, about the size of a regular shoe with a 

high top. Skaters like to keep their skates extremely sharp which requires daily 

sharpening. 1̂ 

Competi tors 

At the 1968 games in Grenoble, there were 47 men and 51 women in the figure 

skating events 30 

Olympic Figure Skating Competition 

All figure skating competition takes place in one day during the Olympic Games. 

The school figure portion of the events takes place in the morning while the free 

skating is scheduled in the afternoon. All skaters are issued a skating time for both 

the free skating and school figures. Skaters are required to be at the rink thirty 

minutes before their scheduled skating time. 



Outline of Day During Figure Skating Competition 

I. Before Skating Time 

Skaters arrive at the rink via transit buses or foot, depending on the proximity 

of the athlete's housing.Although the skaters only have to report thirty minutes before 

their scheduled times, many arrive much sooner. Some of the skaters like to watch 

the competitors skating before them, others try to relax in a lounge-type atmosphere. 

Fifteen to twenty minutes before their skating time the skaters change into 

their figure skating uniforms. The skaters bring all their equipment to the rink 

so the only storage needed is for street clothes. Since there are both men and women 

competitors, separate dressing facilities will be needed for each. There should be 

individual locker-type storage for 25 to 30 skaters in each dressing area. 

II. The Competition 

When the skaters' time arrives, he leaves the dressing area and walks to the 

rink wearing his skates. The rink should be conveniently located to the dressing areas. 

Both school figure and free skating competition only last about five minutes 

so the skaters time on the ice os very short. Each competitor performs twice during 

the day. Once in the morning during the school figures competition and once in the 

afternoon for the free skating competition. In pairs competition the skating team 

performs only once in the afternoon. 



Ice Hockey 

Ice hockey is perhaps the most action packed and certainly the fastest team 

sport in the world. It has its origin in eastern Canada in the late 1800's.and has 

since then spread to all parts of the world. 

Ice hockey is much like soccer on ice. The object is for the players on the team 

to move the puck, a hard rubber disk 3.5 inches in diameter, down the ice by means 

of pushing along the ice with sticks and shooting into a net for a goal. The team 

scoring the most goals wins the game. 

The Hockey Team 

An Olympic hockey squad is made up of fourteen players and two hoalies. Only 

six men play at any one given time, but due to the fast action involved, teams 

substitute players at regular intervals. 

The goalie is in charge of gurading his teams goal from shots made by the 

opposing team. He wears heavy pads on his knees, arms and chest and wears a baseball 

type catchers mitt to handle the opponents shots. 

There are two defensemen who try to keep the opposing team from shooting the 

puck. The other three players are the center and left and right wings. It is their 

job to try to score goals off the opponent. 

All six players, both offensive and defensive, play at the same time so there 
31 

is continual action from the twelve players on the ice. 

Rules and Officiating 

Ice hockey has a long list of rules and regulations just like any other organized 
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sport and they will not be discussed here. 

There are seven officials at a hockey game. Two of them, the head referee 

and the head linesman, are on the ice during the game. Their job is to enforce 

the rules and see that the game is played with the proper attitude. Hockey is a 

yery heated contest and many times fights break out between the players. It is the 

job of these two officials to break up any fights that may occur. When a rule is 

broken or a fight erupts, a penalty is issued to the players who are guilty of the 

infraction and they have to spend time off the ice in the penalty box. 

The game timekeeper is in charge of keeping the official time of the game that 

is divided into three twenty minute periods. The penalty timekeeper is in charge of 

keeping the time of a players penalty. Penalties range from two to five minutes in 

length. There are two goal judges who station themselves behind each teams goal. They 

are the ones who judge whether or not a goal has been scored. The last official in. 

a hockey game is the official scorer who keeps the score and records the game 32 

The Hockey Rink 

Ice hockey is played on an ice surface. Like football, baseball,etc. there are 

strict regulations about the physical dimensions and layout of the rink. 

The Olympic standard for a hockey rink is 61 meters by 30 meters. The rink is 

to be enclosed by a wall at least 3'6" in height and of a uniform color. 

The goals are set along the center line of the rink and are three to four meters 

from each end of the rink. 

The ice surface between the goals is divided into three equal zones by blue 

lines on the surface. A red line is drawn at the center of the rink. 
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Each team shall have a separate bench for the players that are not in the 

game to sit on. There should be room for at least fifteen players on this bench. 

The benches should be along side the ice on either side of the red line at center 

ice and well apart from one another. The benches should also be convenient to the 

dressing rooms. 

The penalty boxes shall be on the opposite side of the rink from the players 

benches. There should be a separate box for each team and each box shall contain a 

bench that will seat three players at one time. 

On the same side of the rink as the penalty boxes shall be the officials box. 

The official timekeeper and scorer shall sit here. There shall also be space here 

for an announcer to broadcast the progress of the game to the spectators. 

The two goal judges position themselves behind the goals. When a goal has been 

scored, a red light is signaled by these officials.33 

Equipment 

An ice hockey player has a uniform similar to that of a football player. In 

the way of pads, he wears shoulder, elbow, hip, knee and shin pads. His jersey is 

made of a bulky knit while his pants are large baggy shorts. From his knees down he 

wears thick socks. A football type helmet is worn by many players. 

A goalie wears all the above padding plus a heavy chest preotector and extra 

thick leg padding. 

All the players wear a typical hockey ice skate about the same size as a 

heavy boot. 

Both teams should be furnished with separate dressing rooms convenient to the 

ice surface. The two referees should also have a separate dressing area 34 



Competitors 

In 1968 there were 250 male competitors in the ice hockey events playing on 

sixteen different teams.35 

Olympic Hockey Tournament 

There will be sixteen hockey teams competing for the Olympic medals. The 

tournament is handled on a "Round Robin" basis. That is, each team plays every other 

team once. The tournament will begin on the first day of the games and run until 

the last day of the games. Each team will play at least one game per day and on 

several occasions will play two games per day. The winner of the tournament is 

determined on a point basis. A team receives 2 points for a win, 1 point for a tie 

game and no points for a loss. The team with the highest point total will win the 

tournament.There will be a total of ten or eleven games played each day of the 

competition. 

Outline of a Typical Day of Competition for a Team 

i. Pre-Game Activities 

All players will be housed in the athletic housing so the teams day will begin 

there. If the team has a morning game, they will rise early in order to have plenty 

of time to get to the rink. If their game is scheduled in the afternoon, they may 

have a practice session that morning on a practice rink. 

Teams are required to be at the arena where their game is to take place one hour 

before it begins. This is to enable the officials to check the team for their records. 

They will arrive at the arena in either a transit bus, furnished by the Organizing 
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Committee, or by foot depending on how close the housing facilities are to the arena. 

If they do arrive by bus, arrangements should be made for a team entrance near the 

team facilities. 

II. At the Arena 

Once the team arrives at the arena, they are required to stay there until after the 

completion of their game or games. Different teams do different things before they 

actually get suited up for the game. Some coaches like their team to sit around and 

relax watching T.V., reading magazines, or playing cards. Others like to review 

the tactics they will use during the game. If the former is the case, a lounge is 

needed for the players. If the latter is the case, some sort of classroom situation 

is needed. In both cases, the maximum number of people that will occupy the spaces 

will be 18. 

Thirty minutes before the game is to start, the players and coaches move to 

the team dressing rooms. Their equipment is stored in a storage space here during 

the entire tournament. Typical dressing room lockers will be needed for the storage 

of the players street clothes. Since two teams are already playing at this time, there 

should be adequate facilities for four teams to dress. 

The following equipment is what is needed by each team to be stored in the 

dressing rooms. 

a. 14 hockey uniforms and sets of pads 

b. 2 sets of goalie pads 

c. 28 regular hockey sticks and 4 goalie sticks 

d. 16 pairs of ice skates 

e. trainers' supplies such as tape, bandages, etc. 

III. Game Time 

When it is time for their game to start, the team leaves the dressing rooms 
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for the ice rink. The rink should be conveniently located to the dressing rooms. 

The teams take a fifteen to twenty mn^nute warm-up before the game begins. The actual 

game consists of three twenty minute periods. There is a ten minute intermission between 

each period when the teams return to the locker rooms while the ice is being 

resurfaced. Ice resurfacing will be discussed later. 

At the conclusion of each game the team returns to their lockers. The players 

shower and change into their street clothes, then returning to the athletic housing. 

The teams leave their uniforms at the arena to be laundered by the Organizing 

Committee's laundry service and returned the next day ready for play. 

Since all hockey players are men, there is no need for separate facilities 

for men and women. 
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Seating Requirements 

The International Olympic Committee has learned, through past Olympic Games, 

that seating for 10,000 to 15,000 speactators is ideal to accomodate all those who 

wish to watch the ice hockey and figure skating events. These totals include seating 

for the press. International Olympic Committee and distinguished guests and ordinary 

speatators. 

150 to 200 seats are to be reserved for the international Olympic Committee 

and other distinguished guests. It is preferable that these seats face the Olympic 

torch and the entering procession of the athletes during the opening and closing 

ceremonies. 

A minimum of 400 seats and desks (writing surfaces) are to be provided for the 

representatives of the press. 

Seating for one 50-piece band should be provided with clear visibility of the 

rink. The band will play during the opening and closiiing ceremonies and during the 

hockey games. 

Public Facilities 

Concessions 

Concession facilities for the fast and economical serving of a limited variety 

of food and drinks to the public should be provided. 

A total of 1500 people per hour will be served allowing 30 seconds per person. 

The serving areas shoflild be distributed in areas that will be convenient to the 

spectators. 

Provisions for storing a limited amount of pre-cooked food should be provided. 

All food will be pre-cooked at a central kitchen and then carried to the concession area, 
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The food will be delivered three times daily by truck, then stored in service 

areas adjacent to the concession stands. The following equipment will be needed 

in the service areas. 

a. 2 double sinks for cleaning and baahing both food and employees' hands 

b. 2 refrigerators for storing canned beer and soft drinks. 

c. 2 freezers for storing perishable foods 

d. other storage Cor food types such as popcorn, peanuts, candy 

e. service sink and storage for mops, brooms and other maintenance equipment 

The following equipment will be needed in the serving areas of the concessions: 

a. 4 food warmers to warm hot do§§§, hamburgers, etc. 

b/ 4 food steamers to cook hot dogs 

c. bottle coolers to keep soft drinks and beer cold 

d. 4 coffee urns 

Fifteen to twenty people will be employed to work in the concession areas. The 

concession areas will be in operation at anytime an event is being held. 

Toilet Areas 

Public toilet facilities for both men and women ate to be provided along 

standards set forth by area building codes. 

International Olympic Committee and Distinguished Guest Requirements 

Separate lounge and liquor bar facilities should be provided for the exclusive 

use of the I.O.C. and distinguished guests. The lounge should be conveniently located 

to their seats in the arena. 
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The lounge should have lounge-type seating and should be large enoughffor 

as many as 200 people to congregate in the space. 

The liqaor bar shoflild have the following equipment: 

a. service bar 

b. ice storage for 1000 pounds of ice 

c. back bar storage for liquor bottle in use 

d. spparate, lockable liquor storage room 

There will be five people working in the lounge and liquor bar. Three will be 

hostesses to serve drinks and two will be bartenders to mix drinks. These lounges 

and liquor bar will be in operation whenever an ecent is Saking pi ace. ̂^̂  

Radio, Press, and Television Requirements 

Press camera areas should be located at two different piosations. The first should 

be a deck at the top of the stands to command an unobstructed view of the entire 

ice surface. This area should accomodate fifty press photographers.The second camera 

location should be along the long sides of the rink, right at ringside. This camera 

location should accomodate thirty press photographers. 

The television requirements are similar to the press eequirements. Space for 

three television cameras will be needed at the top of the stands to view the entire 

rink while space for two television carjieras will be needed at rinkside. Television 

control space will be required. All television equipment is controlled from one 

central area. The main control board or panel is eight to ten feet in length. The 

control area should have a view of the entire ice rink. 

The radio media will require broadcasting and interview areas. There should be 

space for four broadcasting teams. Each team consists of two broadcasters and a 

technician. Each team will use two microphones and a transmitter. All broadcasting 



must have at least partial noise control. 

Interviewing space will be required to accomodate the person or persons being 

interviewed (usually not more that 3 - 4 at one time) and a team of radio interviewers 

(usually not more than 5 at one time). The interview areas should be close to athletic 

dressing rooms for the convenience of the athletes. 

Concession areas serving a limited variety of food and drinks should be provided 

for the press, radio, and television personnel. Approximately 250 persons per hour 

at a rate of 60 seconds per person will be served. The following equipment will 

be required in these areas: 

a. 1 bottle cooler 

b. 1 food warmer 

c. 1 sink 

d. 1 service sink and storage for maintenance equipment 

e. 2 coffee urns 

f. 1 freezer 

§. 1 refrigerator 

The press should also have their own toilet facilities in the same area as 

their concession areas. 

Operational Requirements 

An area for selling tickets to the public will be required. There will be ten 

people selling these tickets. The ticket office will be open whenever an event is 

taking place. The ticket sellers will need a ticket rack to hold the tickets and a 

money drawer or box to hold the money from the sales. 

':r-r<immmm^m 



A central cashiers office should be located nean the ticket sales area. There 

There will be four people working an 8:00 am. to 5:00 pm. day doing accounting-type 

duties. 

Central control space is needed to control all lighting and public address 

systems. All the control equipment can be housed in one control panel about 12 feet 

in length. 

Figure skating and ice hockey officials need dressing areas. The officials bring 

their equipment to the rink with them so they need storage for only their street 

clothes. All officials are men. Storage space for 15 officials should be provided. 

The officials also need their own toilet area to contain 1 shower, 1 water closet, 

1 urinal and 1 lavatory. 

A towel storage area is also required. Towels will be delivered once a day from 

a central laundry. Storage for about 300 towels is needed. The towels will be checked 

out to teams or officials who need them and therefore must be near the dressing areas. 

One person will work at the towel check-out. 

Skate repair space is needed to sharpen and repair competitors' skates. Two 

people will work here. They will need two wheel-grinders to sharpen skates, a work 

surface, and storage space for 75 pairrs of skates. 

First aid requirements are one doctor's office and one treatment room. There 

will be one doctor intthe office whenever and event is taking place. The treatment 

room will have one examination tablet? 1 lavatory, and storage for various bandages, 

medicines, etc. ^̂  

Ice Maintenance Requirements 

It will be very important to maintain as high a quality ice surface as possible, 

during the ice hockey and figure skating events. In order to accomplish this, artificial 
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ice will hace to be made to assure a uniform ice surface for all competitors. 

An artificial ice system freezes the ice by means of pumping some sort of coolant 

through pipes and thus freezing the water and forming an ice surface. The pipes are 

normally steel embedded in a concrete slab. 

Ther are two types of systems used in making the ice. The first system is the 

Bring method. A calcium-chloride brine solution is first chilled to a very low 

temperature in a freon chiller. When the brine reaches a temperature of about 10 

degrees F. it is pumped through the steel pipes in the rink floor, ihe brine lowers 

the temperature of the water and thus freezes it.^-^ 

The second method is the refrigerant method. This method eliminates the brine 

solution and pumps the freon refrigerant directly through the pipes and freezes the 

water. This method is generally faster and less costly than the Brine method due to 
4? the fact that it involves less machinery. 

Machinery needed to supply a one inch ice surface for an official size hockey 

rink (120 tons of coolant) will be: 

Brine system: 

2 125 h.p. compressors 

2 15 h.p. brine pumps 

1 15 h.p. cooling fan 

1 5 h.p. water pump 

Refrigerant system: 

2 100 h.p. compressors 

1 10 h.p. fan 

1 2 h.p. pump 

Between periods of ice hockey play and at periodic intervals during the figure 

skating competition, the ice must be resurfaced. This is done by a Zamboni resurfacing 

truck. The truck shaves off a thinklayer of the old ice, sweeps up the shavings, and 
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applies a think layer of water all in one operation. The Zamboni must be stored some 

place so as to be out offtKie way when the rink is being used yet accessable when the 

rink needs resurfacing. The truck itself is about 10' x 5' x 6' high and runs on four 

large rubber wheels. Wherever the truck is stored, some means for desposing of the ice 

shaving must be provided. 

A total of four people will be needed for ice maintenance. Two people will work 

in the area of the coolant equipment. Their gob will be to maintain the equipment,and 

they will need a small storage area for any tools they may need. Two pwople will 

resurface the ice/ One man will drive the Zamboni while the other man will sweep the 

ice shavings out of the corners that the Zamboni can not get to. 
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Spectators Requirements 

Figures are being projected in the range of 30,000 spectators per day at the 

Olympic Games. Facilities should be provided for spectator convenience as follows: ^̂  

a. toilet facilities 

b. limited variety of food and drinks 

c. protection from weather 

Temporary type seating should be laid out at each event site under the following 

guide lines: 

a. no more seats than the site will physically allow 

b. events such as Alpine skiing, ski jumping, speed skating are much more popular 

with the ppecators than the Nordic events and the bobsled events 

c. long distance events shouja provide seating at start and finish only 

Administration Requirements 

There are basic requirements for admmnistrative facilities at the Winter Olympics. 

The first requirement is office and work space for the International Olympic 

Committee's organizational staff and the staff of the host nations organizational 

committee. The I.O.C. has a staff of about 50. These people range from top executive 

types to secretaries and stenographers. The host nations organizational staff consists 

of about 75 people. 

The second requirement is office space for each of the competing nations, 35 in 

all. 

The third requirement is space for the computing equipment used to compute and 

publish the results of the sporting events. The computer staff will consist of 10 to 

15 people. 

The final requirement is work space for the press media. This includes equipment 



r 

used by the wire services such as teletypes, wire photo machines, etc. ^4 

Athletic Housing 

Housing facilities should be provided for all athletes and their coaches and 

Olympic event officials. This is a total number of 1,900 people. This number breaks 

down into three divisions. The first is 1,100 men. The second is 250 women, and the 

third is 550 officials, all men. 45 

Dining facilities will also be needed. Traditionally the approach has been that 

of a college dormitory type structure although this is not a requirement. 

The athletic housing should be separate from the other Olympic facilities in 

order to give the athletes seclusion from the press and spectators. 

Olympic Health and Medical Requirements 

These facilities can be divided into two groups. The first is a central medical 

center to treat all athletic injuries. Over 85% of all Winter Olympic injuries are of 

an orthopedic nature, that is broken bones, bad sprains, pulled muscles and torn ligaments, 

All equipment and personnel to treat such patients will be needed due to the lack 

of any such facilities in the Aspen area. Planning should be based on guidelines for 

a community of 1300, the number of competing athletes. Each team brings a doctor 

with them to the games. These doctors should be given office space in the Health 

facilities. ^ 

The second requirement is temporary first-aid facilities at the site of each 

event. These stations will be used to treat minor injuries and to give preliminary 

aid to major injuries. A helicopter is commonly used at the games to transport injured 

athletes from the site of their injury to the health complex. 



Religious Requirements 

Since the first Olympic Games in 776 B.C., religious ceremonies have played an 

important part in the Olympic Games. This tradition has been carried into modern 

games by offering the athletes a place where they or spectators can retreat from 

the rapid pace of the sporting atmosphere to give thanks and offer prayer to their 

God. 

The religious facilities should be planned to accomodate roughly 100 people. 

It is a place where the athlete can go by himself or with friends in an intimate 

setting rather than a large congregation. 

The following religions are represented at the Olympic Games; 

a. Christianity 

b. Judism 

c. Islam 

d. Hinduism 

e. Buddism 

f. Shinto 

47 
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The downhill race is the glamour event in the Alpine skiing competition. The 

race is the longest of all Alpine events and is usually held on the steepest slope 

as compared to the other events. The competitors often reach speeds in excess of 

70 m.p.h., providing the spectators with breathtaking excitement. The competitors 

race one at a time, hurtling down the mountain battling against the clock. Each 

competitor makes two runs down the mountain and the best combined time wins the race. 

Course Requirements 

The Federation de Ski Internationale (FIS) sets up certain standards that all 

international downhill race courses must meet. 

The course is to have no level or uphill sections. The competitors must be able 

to slide from start to finish without the help of poles. The course must be clear of 

all stumps and stones. Wooded trails must be at least 20 meters wide. There must not 

be any steep ledges that carry a competitor through the air for great distances. The 

course should be widest in the sections where the skiers reach the highest speeds.The 

finish should be long and level allowing the skier to safely slow down and stop. Any 

obstacles or trees near the course must be padded if they are in places where they 

might easily be struck by a skier. 48 

Red and green flags mark the course direction. Yellow flags are used to mark 

possible danger spots on the course. 

The minimum vertical drop from the start to finish of the course is 750 meters 

while the maximum drop is 1,000 meters. 49 

Competitors 

At the 1968 Winter Olympics in Grenoble there were 148 male competitors in the 
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downhill race and 65 female competitors. Almost every country represented in the games 
en 

was represented in this event. 
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B. The Giant Slalom 

The giant slalom is the second Alpine skiing event. Like the downhill race, 

it is a race against the clock with the skier making two runs and the best combined 

time wins. 

In the giant slalom, the route the skier takes is clearly defined by control 

gates which the skier must go through at various times on the course. The course 

is not as steep or as long as the downhill but the race is still very thrilling for 

those who view it. 

\ & o o y. Course Requirements 
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As in the downhill, the FIS had certain requirements for a champiojiship giant 

slalom course. The course must have at least a 400 meter vertical drop for the mens 

race and at least a 300 meter vertical drop for the womens race. 

There must be at least thirty control gates that the skier must ski between. A 

control gate is made up of a red flag and a blue flag fixed in the snow, 4 - 8 meters 

apart. 

All hazardous spots are to be marked in a similar fashion as in the downhill 

race, and the course is to be completely clear of any stones or stumps. 51 
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The Competitors 

In the 1968 Grenoble Games 148 men and 65 women competed in this event. ̂ ^ 
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C. The Slalom 

The third and final event in the Alpine skiing competition is the slalom race. 

Although the race is fairly short and speeds seldom reach over 20 m.p.h., the 

graceful weaving of the racers as they speed down the course gives the spectators 

a thrilling event to watch. 

Course Requirements 

The slalom course must have at least a 220 meter vertical drop and no smaller 

than a 180 meter drop. The womens course must have a maximum 180 meter drop with a 

minimum of a 120 meter drop. 

The course must have a minimum of 55 control gates and a maximum of 75 control 

gates. The womens course must have at least 40 gates but no more than 60 gates. A 

slalom control gate is similar to those of the giant slalom but are only 3.2 to 4 

meters apart. 53 

The Competitors 

There were 148 men and 65 women competitors in the slalom event at Grenoble 

in 1968. 54 
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A. Cross Country Skiing 

Cross country skiing is exactly what the name implies, skiing across the 

country. The race takes place over gently rolling terrain and the competitors race 

against the clock. Distances range from 5 kilometers to 50 kilometers. 

The ladies events are the 5 km., the 10 km., and the 15 km. race and the 3 x 5 km. 

race. The men races are the 30, 50, and 4 x 10 km. relay. 

Course Requirements 

A cross country course should consist of varying sections of climbs, downhill, 

and level parts. The first section of the course should be the easiest section, that 

is, more flat sections to avoid putting an early strain on the racers. The most 

difficult section of the course should be at the h to M distance. 

The FIS has set up certain height difference standards from the lowest to the 
ex. 

highest point on the course. 

1. 100 meters in the ladies 5 km. race 

2. 150 meters in the ladies 10 km. race 

3. 200 meters in the ladies 15 km. race 

4. 250 meters in the mens 30 and 50 km. races 

The Competitors 

In the 1968 Grenoble games there were 136 male and 40 female competitors in 
56 the cross country events. 
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B. The Biathlon 

The Biathlon has its origin in the Norwegian military whose infantry troops 

must be able to ski. The event consists of a 20 km. cross country race where the 

competitors stop at four points along the course and fire five rifle shots into a 

target. The competitor is required to carry the heavy military rifle the entire 

distance of the race. 

Course Requirements 

The Biathlon course is 20 km. long and must not have a height difference of 

more than 250 meters from the highest to lowest points. The first target is set at 

the 6.5 km. point at a range of 200 meters. The second target is at the 9.5 km. point 

and is at a range of 250 meters. At 12.5 km. from the start is the third target 

which is at a range of 150 meters. The last target is at 15 km. and the target is 
57 100 meters away. 

The Competitors 

58 There were 71 male competitors in the Biathlon event in 1968 at Grenoble. 
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C. Special Slii Jumping 

The special ski jumping events are the most exciting spectator events at the 

Winter Olympic Games. The competitor starts at the top of the man-made ski jump. 

When the signal is given, he shoots down the ramp and flies through the air as far as 

150 meters before returning to the snow-covered landing slope. There is a 90 meter 

special jump, a 70 meter special jump and a 50 meter special jump. 

Hill Requirements 

There are three hills for the special ski jumping events. The hills must be 

man-made due to the strict requirements they must meet. The height of the hill is 

measured from the starting platform to the take-off point. 59 

The Competitors 

At the 1968 Winter Olympics in Grenoble there were 74 male competitors in the 
fin 

special ski jumping events. 
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D. Nordic Combined 

The Nordic Combined is an event in which the competitor competes in a cross 

country race of 15 km. and jumps on a 50 meter ski jumping hill. He is awarded 

points for his time in the cross country portion of the event and points for his 

form and distance in the jumping portion of the event. The competitor with the 

highest point total wins the event. 

Course Requirements 

The only requirement on the cross country course is that there must not be 

more than 250 meters height difference between the high and low points of the course, 

The jumping hill is 50 meters in height from the starting platform to the take-off 

point. ̂ ^ 

Competitors 

fi? 
In 1968 there were 49 men competing in the Nordic Combined. 
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A. Bobsled Events 
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Bobsledding is an event held on an ice-covered incline in which a four runner 

sled carries two or four men hurtling down the course at speeds well in excess of 

60 m.p.h. The team that completes the course in the fastest time wins the event. 

Course Requirements 

The layout of the bobsled course is very important both to the excitement of 

the event and the safety of the participants. The course must be at least 1500 meters 

long and have an average slope of about 15%. There is no stipulation as to the number 

of turns that a bobsled run must have but 15 - 20 is an average number. The turns 

must be of all types and of varying degrees from lazy S - curves to 180° hairpin 

corners. 

The course is made of a permanent base from material such as concrete or stone. 

The base is then covered with several inches of wet snow then saturated with water 

and allowed to freeze. The straight sections of the course have sidewalls 2 feet high 

while the steep turns have side walls as high as 20 feet with a return lip to keep 

the sleds from flying off the course. The course is four to five feet wide the entire 

length. 

It is '^ery important that the bobsled course be on a north facing slope. Even 

on a cold day, the warmth of the sun can make the ice soft which would be \jery hazardous 

to the competitors, so the slope must be away from any direct sunlight. ̂ 3 

The Competitors 

At the 1968 games in Grenoble, there were 118 men competing in the bobsled events. ^^ 
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B. Speed Skating 

Speed skating is the fastest self-propelled human sporting event in the world. 

Skaters maintain an average speed of 20 m.p.h. during the races. Over a distance of 

one mile, a speed skater is about one minute faster than a runner. 

Competition is divided into mens and womens leagues. In the mens competition 

they race over distances of 500, 5,000, and 10,000 meters. In the womens competition 

they race over distances of 500, 1,000, and 3,000 meters. 

As in the other racing events, the speed skaters are competing against the 

clock, but they skate in twos so the event has the excitement of a race between two 

skaters. 

Skating Track 

The speed skaters skate on an ice-covered surface. Most speed skating rinks are 

laid out in an oval, of which the entire distance around is 500 meters. The oval is 

10 to 15 meters wide allowing each racer a generous lane in which to skate. 

Due to the high speeds reached by the skaters, it is essential that the ice 

surface be located in an area as free from wind and blowing snow as possible. ° 

The Competi tors 

In 1968 there were 92 male and 45 female competitors in the speed skating event. 66 
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related slides 
Relation of People and Athletes to the Natural Beauty of the Site 

3 

There are certain natural beauties about any site but perhaps there are 

more in a Winter Olympics site than in any other. Mountains, trees, snow all 

combine to make beauty abundant in such a setting.I wanted to make the spectators 

feel a part of this beauty. This was the main consideration in keeping all 

parking areas out of the valley wherer the events are located. A transit bus 

system is used for transporting people around the site. 

Buildings are planned in areas that would enhance the natural beauties 

of the site. Buildings are rather close together for an Olympic complex yet 

there are still abundant open spaces between them so as not to los6 too much 

of the beauty of the site. 

I also wanted the athletes to feel a part of the beauty of the site. Their 

housing facilities were nestled into a bluff overlooking the entire Olympic 

complex. The athletes also use a transit bus system to reach their event locations, 

Separation of People and Athletes 

3 

In past Olympic Games the athletes have constantly been hounded by press 

reporters and autograph hungry spectators. I wanted the athletes to feel that 

the reason for an Olympic Gameswas athletic competition and not spectator 

amusement alone. 

Athletic housing is located out of the mainstream of spectator and press 

media traffic. The athletes are free to be alone and away from the crowds yet 

can still entjoy the companionship of their comrades in game rooms, dining areas 

and lounges throughout their housing complex. 

The athletes share the same transit routes as the spectators but have 

their own separate bus system. This enables them to get to any event location 



5 
on the site quickly. 

Athletes enter the arena through one of the service entrances and then 

down to the ice level where their dressing rooms are located. There are no 

seating areas on this level thus keeping the athletes and spectators separate. 

Take Advantage of Natural Vistas on the Site 

2 

14 

The site is made up of two basic parts. The first is a broad, gently 

sloping valley that has only scattered evergreens on it. The second is steep 

mountains that rise on three sides of the valley and are densly covered with 

evergreen trees. 

The site contains certain natural vistas that were utilized in the Olympic 

complex planning. I chose to bring the spectators into the valley from the 

open end to the north. This is also the lowest end of the valley at an elevation 

of 7,8000 feet. As the transit buses travel up the valley, tree groupings are 

utilized to frame certain desired views of the arena and ceremonial plaza. 

The arena is located in the center of the valley at the highest point, 

just before the mountains rise behind it. This makes the areaa visible from 

great distances emphasizing it as a focal point for the enttre complex. 

li. 

Make All Events Easily Attainable to the Spectators 

2 

Not since the Squaw Valley Games in 1960 have all the events been in 

one central location. I chose the site primarily for;:this reason; all events 

can be located in one central area. There are steep mountains for the Alpine 

skiing events and special ski jumping. There are gentle rolling areas for 

cross country events and bobsledding. There are flat areas for speed skating. 

All events are therefore planned in this one central area. This makes it 
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convenient for the spectator to see as much action as possible as well as making 

it easy for the athletes to reach their event locations with a minimum amount 

of traveling. 

Develop a Ceremonial Plaza for the Operiiing and Closing Ceremonies 

Ice hockey and figure skating events attract the largest crowds at a 

Winter Olympic Games. I wanted to relate this large seating area to the area 

that will be used for the opening and closing ceremonies. By doing this, I can 

make use of the seats in the arena during the opening and closing ceremonies 

as well as creating a strong central focal point for the entire complex. 

This was achieved by seating people on only three sides of the arena, 

leaving the north facing side completely open and free of seating. A transparent 

wall of glass was placed between the seating area and a ceremonial plaza beyond, 

thus involving the specators in the seats with the ceremonies in the pilaza 

outside. 
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Site Selection 

2 

3 

2 

The sijtejyas ^selected along guidelines set up from basic design c r i te r ia . 

F i rs t , the sijte^J^d to be^asily^ attainable from existing trartspdrtatiorf'routes. 

Ajna^or.higjjgay. runswithin four miles of the s i te . The DenVef and Gfand Western 

Railrjiad,i;uns jthrough Aspen and Sardy A i r f ie ld is larg^effbugh'to^handleaTT"types 

jof,private, a i rcraf t . ' ' ' ' ^ - ^ 

^pond ly , J;he site had to contain a l l necessary cr i ter ia for the staging 

of the e;̂ ents in pne^nt ra l^area. Mountains for the Alpine eventS'̂ had to have 

a north facing. The site had to be sheltered from the pdss'iEle'hig'h winds'Ind 

of course it^Jjad to have pjjenty. of snow. ' "' ''" 

Once the_jeneral^ area, of the site was selected, the smaller individual 

sijtes for the buildings Jiad to be considered.As was mentioned before, the site 

for the. aj:ena,jindj;eremonial plaza was selected so as to "make i t "a strong,-central 

focal point for the^entire complex. Al l other event locations were chosen"so1s 

to^be,easily^at^aijiable from^the arena. " ' • — 

The sUe for the^arena was chosen so as to be accessable from the transit 

bus system _,and_from^^destrain t ra f f i c coming from the spectator center''and 

speed sjiating, r ink. ' ' " ^̂  

S-ince one of my concepts was to relate the inter ior seating of the arena 

to jthe,exterior^ceremonial plaza, I chose to orient the two to the rfoEtff.'^y 

doing this I could use the transparent wall of glass with a minimum amount of 

heat los^ and^gain. 

Al l site u t i l i t i e s were brought in from the c i ty of Aspen about f ive miles 

jway . " ' ™ 

.,As^was^entio,ned..before, the visual beauty of the site was conserved. All 

parking^wasjbandjed in^several large parking pods about three miles from the 

Olympic complex with a j:ransit bus system running between the^parking and event 

locations. 
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Movement and Circulation 

In a building of the nature of an arena, circulation of people is a prime 
design consideration. The arena seats 12,000 spectators with additional space for 
approximately 400 members of the press media. 

Six central points have been designed for the entry and exits for spectators. 
Four are located on the north end of the arena and two on the south end. Seating 
has been handled on two levels. 6500 seats on the upper level and 5500 seats on |!i 
the lower level. Pedestrian traffic from the north enters up ramps to either the 1 
lower or upper leve§, circulate around a concourse and to their particular section 
of seats. People using the transit buses will approach from the south into two 
entry gates. If your seat is on the upper level, you will circulate to your seat 
on the upper level concourse. If you sit on the lower level, you will Walk down 
a ramp near the south entry to the lower and to your seat. I 

The circulation was handled in this fashion in order to separate the crowd j | 
into two groups instead of one large group. There is no need for specators on 
one level to ever go to the other level. 

The press media never have to contend with spectators. Their boxes are in the 
structural compression ring above the upper level seating and on the ice level. 
These press boxes are served by three sets of elevators and two fire stairs. 

Athletes enter the arena through one of the service drives and then take 
the elevators down to the ice level and into their dressing rooms. 

By handling circulation in this manner specators, press media and athletes 
all have easy access to their respective destinations. 
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Functions and Activities 

Functions and Activites can be divided into four basic areas. The first 

is spectator related functions and activities. The prime activity of the spectator 

is watching the events taking place on the ice. Seating is provided around three 

sides of the rink, leaving the fourth side open to the exterior ceremonial plaza. 

All seats have an unobstructed view of the entire ice rink. The seats are all 

close to the rink also with a maximum viewing distance of 280 feet. !; 

Concession areas and restrooms, functions related to the spectators,are 

located directly across the concourse from the spectator seating areas. Concession 

areas can serve a total of 1500 persons per hour each. There are twelve areas 

so a total of 18,000 people per hour may be served, allowing thirty seconds per , .jl 

person being served. j 

Restrooms were designed along national sanitation regulations. One water : i 

closet per 75 persons has been provided for both men and women. One urinal per j 
IS 

100 men has also been provided. There are four restrooms per sex on each level 

of seating.. 

The second area of activities and functions is that of the press media. 

They need facilities that overlook the entire rink and facilities that are on rink 

level itself. The areas will be used by members of television, radio and newspaper. 

These areas also contain restrooms and concession areas fcr use by these media. 

The third area of activities and functions are those related to the athletes. 

Their dressing areas are on the ice level giving them direct access to and from 

the ice rink. Four dressing areas have been provided; two for the teams on the rink 

and two for the teams that will play next. There are two lounges provided for the 

comfort of the waiting teams. Towel storage, skate repair, official dressing and 

medical facilities are provided on this level also. 

The fourth basic area is that of mechanical support areas. These areas are 

KiTi 1J <2t/mruuxiu'H«RzzuiUKfjmrSTrji]; r«'4^^vifl 
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located in two areas. The first is on the ice level underneath the lower level 

seats. This area houses hot water boilers for hot water radiant heating, fresh 

air ventilation equipment and equipment needed for ice making. These equipment 

areas are easily serviceable without having to interfere with any other activities 

in the arena. The second mechanical equipment area houses the stale air exhaust 

equipment. This area is located directly above the upper level pressboxes. 

Dimensional and Quantitative Aspects of Space 

9 

8 

13 

There was a major problem in the dasign of an arena dealing with the 

dimensional aspects of the space: how to design the large volume needed for 

such a structure without losing the scale of man. 

The clear span of the structure over the arena seating area is about 

400 feet wide and the roof is about 80 feet above the ice level. By using the 

suspended cable roof structure I was able to lessen this feeling of volume 

by the natural cantinary curve of the cable system. This reduced the ceiling 

height over the upper level seats to only 40 feet. 

Ramps, entrances and stairways were clearly defined both interior and 

exterior to give a greater sense of scale to each individual. Large glass 

entrance walls were broken at a height of 15 feet with a 6 foot deep concrete 

band to give them a better sense of scale. 

Although I tried to retain a human sense of scale, I also wanted to 

retain the monumental sense of scale inherint in such a structure. The bringing 

of the exterior ceremonial plaza into the interior by use of the glass separating 

walls helps to express the largeness of the space even more. The size of the 

structural ribs in the arena help accent this monumental scale and the use of 

concrete reinforces the arenas sense of permanence. 

I also wanted to achieve a strong sense of movement throughout the arena 

' .-•I'lAii.i iMsii^sjv^txn^vaa^s^i^^^i i 
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8 
that would suggest the type of excitement that was going on during an ice hockey 

game or figure skating event. The flowing motion of the suspension cable roof, 

the sweeping of the circulation ramps, and the delicate transparency of the glass 

contrasted against the brutality of the concrete all suggest a sense of activity 

and motion. 
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Philosophy of Structure 

11 
The problem was how to design a clear span structure of close to 400 feet. 

What system would best be used? The system that I chose to employ was a suspension 

cable system. This is a structural system that is ideal for large spans due to 

the nature of the cable. The cable is almost weightless in comparison to any 

other framing system used in a long span application such as this. The sweeping 

forms that are a result of the cables natural cantinary curve lend to many 

exciting forms. 

Of course there are certain inherent problems in the suspensions cable 

system that must be dealt with. The system can take tension loading only, that 

is a cable is designed to be pulled on from both ends, not pushed on. Wind flutter 

is another problem that must also be combatted in a cable system. This problem 

can be solved by the weight of the roofing material if heavy enough or by the use 

of damping cables strung at a different tension than the primary cables. 

The Structural System 

10 

Two entirely separate systems are used in the arena. The first is a suspension 

cable system with a clear span of 400 feet over the arena seating area and ice 

surface. In plan, the system takes on a semi-circular shape with a tension ring 

member at the center of the semi-sircle and a compression ring at the perimeter 

of the semi-circle. The compression ring is about 40 feet above thfe tension ring 

thus giving the roof a unique sweeping motion downward. This was done so as to 

provide a way of draining the snow and rain off the roof. 

The cables are housed in concrete ribs that start at a depth of six feet 

at the compression ring and end at three feet at the tension ring. This was done 

to give the cables enough weight to resist the wind flutter effect. 

^ izj li'j^jini^it Wi'.':-' ^ i: Ml'.-
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By using this structural system over the seating area, I was able to give 

every seat in the arena an unobstructed view of the ice surface with a minumum 

amount of structural depth in the spaning members. 

The second system used was a conventional,poured in place, reinforced 

concrete beam and joist system. This system was used over the circulation concourses, 

concession areas and in the seating teirs themselves. Spans in this area could 

be lessened to typical 30 - 40 feet spans making a conventional framing adaptable 

in these areas. 
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Mechanical Systems 

12 

Two separate systems are also used in the mechanical aspects of the arena. 

There was only a need to heat the arena since summer temperatures in Aspen do not 

warrant air conditioning. Instead of simply dumping thousands of tons of heated 

air into the arena to heat the people, I chose to use a hot water radiant system 

instead. Hot water pipes are brought under the seating areas two inches under 

the concrete seating tiers. The concrete is heated and the people seated above 

are kept comfortable. This system enables the people to remain warm without heating 

the entire volume of the arena. The air temperature inside the arena would remain 

fairly cool ( 45''F. ) which would be ideal for the athletes on the surface. 

The same pipes that heat the seating areas above them also heat the concourse 

areas below them. Heat in areas such as rest rooms and concession-^areas will be 

handles by small space heater/blowers. 

The second system is the fresh air ventilation system. Fresh air is discharged 

into the arena on the ice level by fan units in the mechanical equipment rooms. 

Stale air exhaust fans are located in the mechanical equipment rooms directly 

above the press boxes. By exhausting above and discharging below, there will be 

a smooth even flow of fresh air throughout the arena. 

•j 

Lighting Systems 

12 
Two lighting requirements are needed in the arena. The first is a high level 

lighting system for the players on the ice surface and the television cameras. 

This was accomplished by placing a high level, 1500 watts/ fixture, incandescent 

pattern of twenty fixtures directly above the ice surface. The fixtures were 

concealed in the structural members so as to reduce any glare they would produce. 

The second lighting requirement:was to provide low level lighting over the 

IdE, is;uuzm^r,mmimasim<.h:miiamamiiimiiiiimiimsiSim&!iHi^i}iP 



seating areas so as to reduce the intensity difference between the well lighted 

ice surface and the dark seating areas. The desired level ratio is 10 : 1 

meaning the 100 foot candle level of the ice surface is ten times as bright as the 

10 foot candle level desired in the seating areas. This is accomplished by 

incandescent fixtures concealed in the structural ribs that throw light upward, 

bounce off the ceiling and down into the seating areas, thus giving a diffused 

uniform lighting of the seating areas. 

Due to the large wall of glass on the north, there will be no need for 

any type of lighting at all in the arena during any events that will be taking 

place during the day. By needing to use the lights only suring the night events, 

a great deal of money will be saved in lighting costs. 
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Material Selection 

13 

8 

8 

The primary material used is reinforced concrete with a natural finish. 

Wood slat forms are used to give the concrete a linear texture. All floor surfaces 

and ramp and stair surfaces are given an exposed aggregate finish to contrast 

them with the wall and ceiling finishes. 

Concrete was used for three primary reasons. First, I wanted to express the 

structure in the arena. The entire structural system employs reinforced concrete 

so it was only natural to leave it exposed. Second, concrete has a great amount 

of durability and permanence with a minimum amount of maintenance. With the fantastic 

numbers of people that will be in the arena, this was a natural choice of materials. 

Third, I wanted to reflect the sports that would be played in the arena. The 

plastic and flowing nature of concrete reflects the graceful movement of the 

figure skaters while its brutality is strongly symbolic of the fierce competition 

of a hockey game. 

A dark gray reflective glass is used in all glass areas. This is not a 

mirror glass but a reflective glass. This will enable some of the brightness of the 

surrounding snow to be cut out. The north glass wall will appear to be a gigantic 

mural during the day reflecting the beauty of the valley, and glow with the interior 

excitement in the night. 

The exterior roofing material is sheet lead on a concrete deck and membrane 

waterproofing. Sheet lead is used because of its' soft plyable nature in order to bend 

with the curvature of the roof surfaces. The lead is painted a dark reddish-brown 

color to contrast it with the gray concrete and white surrounding snow. 


